
Describing 

 

People 

I'm going to dictate some words. Put them under three headings: Hair/face, Build and Opinion. 

tall,            straight,            thin,        handsome,        short,        long,        blue,        beautiful,        
blond,         medium height,          curly,         pretty,         nice,          smart,           wavy 

 

Write a short description of someone in the class, but don't write the person's name. l'll collect the 

descriptions and read them out for you to guess who it is. (Tell the students who to describe, 

ideally someone facing them, and make sure everyone is included.) 

 

Perfect aliens 

Work in two groups, А and В. Group А, agree the description of the perfect woman. Group В, agree 

the description of the perfect man. What do you think about the other group's description? Would 

you like to be that person? 

In small groups, design an alien - the weirder the better. Get someone in the group to draw it. 

Describe it to the rest of the class and see if they can draw it. Compare your picture with theirs. 

Which description/picture does the class like the most? 

 

Things 

You're going to describe some objects hidden in this bag. (Collect objects from the students and 

include a few of your own.) 

Put your hand in the bag and feel an object. Describe it to the class, but don't tell them what it is, 

e.g. It feels soft and furry. It's small and light. They will try to guess. (After а few guesses, invite the 

student to remove the object and show it to the class.) 

In pairs, think of an object which you use every day. Your partner will try to guess what it is by 

asking yes/no questions about these aspects. 

size,         material,         texture,           color,          cost,         when you use it,         where you use it  
 

 

 



Location 

What are the correct prepositions? 

___ the top/bottom,          __ the left/right,       ____ the middle/corner 
 

 

Work in two teams to play noughts and crosses. Tell me where to put your mark, using the 

expressions on the board. Play again in groups of three, with one of you marking the noughts and 

crosses. No pointing! 

What are the names of these shapes? (Draw a square, a triangle and a circle. Then draw picture 1 

on the board.) Listen to this description of the picture. (Describe picture 1, e.g. There's a large 

square. Inside it there's a small square at the top on the left. There's a small circle at the bottom in 

the middle.) 

                          

Write a similar description of these two pictures. (Draw pictures 2 and 3 on the board.) Compare 

your description with a partner. 

(Use pictures/realia to elicit oblong/rectangle, star, stripe and crescent.) In small groups, describe 

your national flag, or another flag you know well. What do the different colors and shapes 

represent? 

I will describe some other national flags. ln two teams, shout out the country each time to win а 

point. 

 

Gestures 

How do people use their hands and faces in different countries to indicate these ideas? 

You're mad.  Who cares? I love you. Delicious. Hi. Excellent.   I don't know.    l'm angry.   Give it to 
me. Pardon? Not bad.   Disgusting. ОК.     Let's go. Goodbye.    Come here.       I don't understand. 

Go away. (politely)        Go away. (rudely) 

 

 



Mime 

I'm going to give each of you an imaginary object. You have to guess what it is from the way I pick it 

up and pass it to you. When you take it, say thank you and tell me what you're going to do with it. 

The rest of the class can suggest alternative uses. 

brick,                  smelly sock,                 butterfly,               bottle of wine,                 balloon,            
bunch of flowers,              suitcase,              snake 

 

I'll give you the name of an object written on piece of paper. Describe it using your hands only - 

showing its shape and size, and miming how you might use it. Another student will speak for you 

and say what it is, e.g. It's about this big. It's square. lt's got buttons like this. You can put things 

into it. It plays music A CD player! If he/she is not right, shake your head and try again. 

water melon,     pocket calculator,       camcorder,       teddy bear,           telephone directory, 
tricycle, freezer,      toilet,       public telephone box,      water sprinkler,    hairdryer,        towel 

 

Statues 

Stand in pairs facing each other. Strike a pose like a statue for the following. (Read these out one at 

a time. Only do this activity if all the students are outgoing.) 

boxer,             explorer,                general,             angel,            philosopher,            dictator,        
hunter,             supermodel,                   granny,             hero 

 

Work in groups of three. Students А and В, stand back to back. Student А, get into а really strange 

pose. Student С, tell Student В how to move in order to copy Student A’s pose, like a mirror image. 

 

Same difference 

In pairs, describe to each other the differences between the members of these groups. You can 

look up any words you don't understand before you start your descriptions. 

1. prawn, lobster, crab, shrimp 
2. garlic, leek, onion, spring onion 
3. tulip, rose, carnation, daffodil 
4. beef, lamb, pork, venison 
5. Spanish wine, Italian wine, French wine, German wine 

 

 

Join another pair and tell each other which one you prefer from each group, and why. 



What’s its name? 

In pairs, role-play а conversation between а shopkeeper and а customer who has forgotten the 

name of the thing he/she wants. I'll give one student the name of an object and he/she has to 

describe it to the shopkeeper. The shopkeeper has to try to work out what it is, e.g. (А plug.) Have 

you got one of those things that goes in the sink to stop the water from escaping? (А good way to 

do this is to show the 'customer' the word in his/her own language, using а bilingual dictionary and 

hiding the English word.) 

teapot,     cheese grater,     paper clip,    light bulb,     ruler, rope,     zip,   mousetrap, mouse mat, 
corkscrew, scarf,    thermos flask,   compass,  iron,   colander,   pin,    rubber,   stapler,    whistle 

 

Favorite places 

In pairs, describe these places to your partner. 

 your favorite room; 

 your ideal house; 

 your home town;  

 your favorite place in the countryside/city. 

Choose one of them and write а description of it in 100-200 words. 

 

Haiku 

Does anybody know what а haiku is? Where are haiku from originally? How are they structured? 

(Traditionally, а haiku is а short poet describing а snapshot of the natural world and containing 

some reference to the season. They are from Japan, and have three lines. The first has five 

syllables, the second seven and the last five.) Look at these examples. 

underneath the bridge                                     а strand of cobweb  
а Christmas tree abandoned                           drifting  on the summer breeze  
in cold grey darkness                                        catches the sunlight 

 

 

In pairs, write two traditional haiku for different seasons. When you've finished, leave them on the 

table, then go around the classroom and read everybody else's. 

 

 



 


